
Mathematics

- Multiplication up to 4 digits by 2 digits.

- Division by up to 4 digits by 1 digit

- Equivalent fractions

- Converting fractions

- Number sequences

- Comparing and ordering fractions.

- Adding and subtracting fractions.

- Fractions of numbers.

- Adding and subtracting mixed numbers.

Science

- Forces:

- Gravity

- Air resistance

- Water resistance

- Friction
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Dynamic Dynasties

Geography
 Ordnance Survey maps; Contour lines; Six-

figure grid references; Time zones; 

Climate zones; Vegetation belts; Biomes; 

Human geography; World cities; 

Sustainable manufacturing processes; 

Relatives locations and distances; 

Transport networks; Settlement 

hierarchy; Local enquiry; Fieldwork

Design and Technology

 Pneumatic systems; Joining and finishing; 
Iterative design process; Building pneumatic 
machine prototypes

English

- Class text: Bronze and the Sunflower

- Autobiographies

- Stories from another culture

- Narrative poems

- CPG Comprehension

- Natural Curriculum SPaG

RE

- Community: Mission

- Relating: Memorial Sacrifice

- Giving: Sacrifice

-

PE

- Primary Steps in PE scheme

See our exciting learning at

This project teaches children about the history of 

ancient China, focusing primarily on the Shang 

Dynasty, and explores the lasting legacy of the first 

five Chinese dynasties, some of which can still be 

seen in the world today…

Art and Design

- Chinese style art: exploring taotie motifs.

History (Driver Subject)

- Shang Dynasty

- Bronze Age in ancient China 

- Significance of jade and silk

- Power and social hierarchy

- Warfare
- Di Xin
- End of the Shang Dynasty;
- Bronze Ages around the world
- Life after the Shang Dynasty

Music

 Charanga Scheme

PHSE and French

- PHSE to follow ‘Go Givers’

Core Learning
We want children to:

 Understand historical concepts such as change and 

continuity, cause and effect, similarity and difference.

 Know about Ancient Chinese civilisation, sequence and

make connections between periods of history on a 

timeline, frame their own valid questions about sources.

 Be able to talk confidently about their learning.

Key Vocabulary

Archaeologist, Bronze, Calligraphy, Civilization, Confucius,
Dynasty.

ICT
 Computing systems and networks –

sharing information.


